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Chapter 11
Press, Radio 
and Television



Davison of Media

Internet based 
web sites



Popularity of British Media

• 96% watch TV at least once a week.
• 90% of Britons over 15 read a paper.
• 73% listen to the radio every week.
• Britain’s most popular leisure activity 

ranking:
1. TV
2. newspaper
3. Radio



UK’s Newspaper Industry

• One of the world’s oldest
• The Observer    (first issue in 1791) (every Sunday)
• The Times (first issue in 1785) (daily)

• Beginning to flourish in the late 18th century
• As the British economy began to industrialize
• As the democratic franchise was extended
• As literacy levels rose



 Different Types of Newspapers

Quality papers (broadsheets)

Berliner (format) Tabloid



Quality papers (broadsheets)

Read by well-educated middle class

More serious and in-depth articles

Reviews and features about high culture



• The Times
The Times is a British 
daily national newspaper, 
first published in London in 
1785 under the title The 
Daily Universal Register 

It switched to compact size 
in 2004 in an attempt to 
appeal more to younger 
readers 



• Financial Times

The Financial 
Times (FT) is an 
international business 
newspaper. It is a 
morning daily 
newspaper  and is 
printed as a broadsheet. 



Tabloid

    A tabloid is a newspaper with compact page 
size smaller than broadsheet. 



Middle market tabloid

Daily Express Daily Mail



Red tops

The sun Daily Mirror 

Generally back Labour Party



Berliner (format)

    Berliner, or "midi", is a newspaper format. It 
is both narrower and shorter than 
the broadsheet format.  



The 
Observer , published on 
Sundays. As its 
daily sister paper The 
Guardian, it takes 
a liberal or social 
democratic line on most 
issues.  

• The Observer



Reuters /’rɔ ɪ tərz/



The BBC (British Broadcasting 
Corporation)

• Six national stations.
• Broadcasts: BBC 1, 2, 4, BBC News 24, 

BBC Choice, BBC Parliament.
• Radio Channels.
• No advertising.
• Worldwide television services (BBC World, 

BBC Prime)




